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Name (first and last): Mike Lindsey 

City:  

Province: British Columbia 

Email:  

Phone number:  

Comment: 
I'm concerned about the way Nelson Hydro management spends are money and do not seem to be accountable 
or listen to the public. 
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Last years BCUC response to Nelson hydro's rate increase stated the commission's concerns that there 
be more transparency and public participation.

The city had a public meeting on Feb. 8th, 2018 began at 6:30pm with several presentations from 
managers until about 7:30pm with little relevance to rate increase information,  in my opinion the 
meeting was held to meet the requirement but explained little if anything.

The question period was interrupted by the mayor sitting in the back row of the public seating, this was 
disrupting in my view.  The meeting was over at 8pm. 

One attendee  who had attended a meeting for mayor and council where it was stated by the hydro 
manager an extra long spring freshet resulted in an unbudgeted $800,000 in earnings.  Also $143,000 
was earned from power sales.

That person at the meeting asked the hydro manager  “What is the difference between the $800,000 in 
the bonus unbudgeted freshet earnings last year and the $143,000 in power sales?”

The hydro manager seemed puzzled and had no reply?  I subsequently have heard a recording of the 
earlier meeting..  At that meeting the hydro  manager states there was an unbudgeted extra $800,000 
from longer than normal spring freshet and the CAO speaks to this in regards to river flows and how 
this occurs.

The unexpected  $800,000,  is about 5% of annual revenues, this should eliminate any need for rate 
increases this year.

I would like to hear the answer to the question posed at the public meeting regarding the difference 
between $800,000 in unexpected freshet earnings and the $143,000 in power sales.

I am  not confident with city manager, mayor and council setting hydro rates to reflect a fair return on a
municipal electric utility.  Its beginning to look like my electric bill is partly another tax although being
represented as an electric bill.




